1
00:00:07,000 --> 00:00:11,580
right here we on top of my varma in the
2
00:00:08,859 --> 00:00:15,429
Claudian range of hills in north wales
3
00:00:11,580 --> 00:00:18,939
and today we have J Murphy who's Buckley
4
00:00:15,429 --> 00:00:20,528
resident who's for a number of years has
5
00:00:18,939 --> 00:00:22,899
been interested in the UFO subject and
6
00:00:20,528 --> 00:00:28,810
has done quite a bit of research he's
7
00:00:22,899 --> 00:00:31,918
had a few sightings himself hey J you
8
00:00:28,809 --> 00:00:31,918
can see all we've done that they're real
9
00:00:34,439 --> 00:00:46,209
the end so Gary you're all Margaret fry
10
00:00:38,469 --> 00:00:47,560
living just there that's Denby following
11
00:00:46,210 --> 00:00:49,689
up you just can't see cuz his runs
12
00:00:47,560 --> 00:00:51,429
outside there's a riff in I'm the Denby
13
00:00:49,689 --> 00:00:53,729
Moors which there's been a lot of UFO
14
00:00:51,429 --> 00:00:56,799
UFO activity over there over the years
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15
00:00:53,729 --> 00:00:57,969
he's in that area there I mean in the
16
00:00:56,799 --> 00:01:03,609
distance we can actually see CAD or
17
00:00:57,969 --> 00:01:06,009
address over there Snowdonia you see
18
00:01:03,609 --> 00:01:09,280
from one end a wheel steel and go
19
00:01:06,009 --> 00:01:17,040
scanning round then you got from that
20
00:01:09,280 --> 00:01:20,400
way you got Flint mountain and the ds3
21
00:01:17,040 --> 00:01:22,630
Birkenhead that we roll and Liverpool
22
00:01:20,400 --> 00:01:30,960
and if it was clear we'd we will see the
23
00:01:22,629 --> 00:01:30,959
Lake District 1,500 feet above sea level
24
00:01:32,189 --> 00:01:37,780
we gotta here last night we did the sky
25
00:01:34,510 --> 00:01:39,728
watch the saw through satellites a
26
00:01:37,780 --> 00:01:56,079
couple of flashes probably Iridium
27
00:01:39,728 --> 00:01:58,390
satellite you've done that wait at least
28
00:01:56,079 --> 00:02:01,539
yeah yeah so you're looking up on these
29
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00:01:58,390 --> 00:02:03,430
hills yeah and you see you've you've got
30
00:02:01,540 --> 00:02:06,040
a few videos up on the online none yet
31
00:02:03,430 --> 00:02:07,390
yes I have on my youtube channel Jake
32
00:02:06,040 --> 00:02:09,310
Matthews Emily
33
00:02:07,390 --> 00:02:12,750
so here's your look out my bedroom
34
00:02:09,310 --> 00:02:12,750
window you've got a clear view
35
00:02:13,239 --> 00:02:20,489
and so some of the things I've seen over
36
00:02:15,759 --> 00:02:20,489
the nest distance you know white oopps
37
00:02:34,348 --> 00:02:44,979
ex-girlfriends children came excitedly I
38
00:02:38,709 --> 00:02:47,709
was done in Buckley yeah they said this
39
00:02:44,979 --> 00:02:51,098
awesome and very large and odd in the
40
00:02:47,709 --> 00:02:54,239
sky so I didn't heed asking twice came
41
00:02:51,098 --> 00:02:58,959
running down for pair of trainers and
42
00:02:54,239 --> 00:03:00,639
I'd say I'll tell you after estimated
43
00:02:58,959 --> 00:03:02,769
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this thing was maybe eight to ten miles
44
00:03:00,639 --> 00:03:07,480
away so possibly over in this region
45
00:03:02,769 --> 00:03:09,310
maybe on the quality of rain but it was
46
00:03:07,479 --> 00:03:11,318
the oddest thing I've ever seen it was
47
00:03:09,310 --> 00:03:16,620
hanging this guy say for about half an
48
00:03:11,318 --> 00:03:16,619
hour and a lot like there's a small
49
00:03:17,579 --> 00:03:47,319
enough green whatever it was if we ten
50
00:03:40,329 --> 00:03:50,859
miles away so got some footage again so
51
00:03:47,318 --> 00:03:52,988
for my youtube channel zoomed n cropped
52
00:03:50,859 --> 00:03:56,590
sit-down and slowed the slide the image
53
00:03:52,989 --> 00:04:00,188
down she oh it had a friend who was an
54
00:03:56,590 --> 00:04:05,459
image analyst for the plate so a video
55
00:04:00,188 --> 00:04:08,489
off to him yeah yeah it's Andy but
56
00:04:05,459 --> 00:04:11,590
certainly summer interested images back
57
00:04:08,489 --> 00:04:13,658
and it seems the back at what I said
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58
00:04:11,590 --> 00:04:16,538
where you've got this it lots of being
59
00:04:13,658 --> 00:04:20,079
sitting like a silvery object where a
60
00:04:16,538 --> 00:04:22,439
small bowl top large bowl my bottom one
61
00:04:20,079 --> 00:04:26,250
was go rotating this way
62
00:04:22,439 --> 00:04:38,730
the one anti-clockwise and I say we
63
00:04:26,250 --> 00:04:41,240
watched it for just slightly the center
64
00:04:38,730 --> 00:04:41,240
went outside
65
00:04:47,829 --> 00:04:49,889
you
66
00:06:30,689 --> 00:07:32,500
obviously yeah yeah
67
00:07:26,168 --> 00:07:34,418
so you direct you know some of the
68
00:07:32,500 --> 00:07:37,029
things I've seen it even to last summer
69
00:07:34,418 --> 00:07:40,299
and there's so much some of the orbs I
70
00:07:37,029 --> 00:07:44,500
say in you know my back garden we've got
71
00:07:40,300 --> 00:07:49,660
like white blue you know it's
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72
00:07:44,500 --> 00:07:53,019
yourself upside feeling with these
73
00:07:49,660 --> 00:07:55,330
things together what beer you know you
74
00:07:53,019 --> 00:07:57,759
feel compels you haven't set outside for
75
00:07:55,329 --> 00:08:01,810
a couple of hours and more often than
76
00:07:57,759 --> 00:08:11,680
not see something I don't know if that's
77
00:08:01,810 --> 00:08:18,009
kill coincident feeling that excite yeah
78
00:08:11,680 --> 00:08:20,199
and then they see obviously there's a
79
00:08:18,009 --> 00:08:27,009
rich history of UFO sightings in North
80
00:08:20,199 --> 00:08:28,569
Wales yeah Gary Rose told us and he said
81
00:08:27,009 --> 00:08:32,379
that a lot of UFOs have been seen coming
82
00:08:28,569 --> 00:08:35,168
up the see a trail in that area an
83
00:08:32,379 --> 00:08:37,269
inland keep in love with the as if they
84
00:08:35,168 --> 00:08:38,949
using the collodion Ranger hills as a
85
00:08:37,269 --> 00:08:40,978
screen against the raid I asked keeping
86
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00:08:38,950 --> 00:08:43,049
mobile on the radar and
87
00:08:40,979 --> 00:08:45,629
just heading inland and doing whatever
88
00:08:43,048 --> 00:08:49,379
you could do and then the Denby Moors or
89
00:08:45,629 --> 00:08:51,808
then bill riffin well suddenly research
90
00:08:49,379 --> 00:08:55,379
I've done is based around the ley lines
91
00:08:51,808 --> 00:08:57,928
the run through these areas and the land
92
00:08:55,379 --> 00:09:00,720
especially North Wales is rich with
93
00:08:57,928 --> 00:09:02,730
these ley lines so I'm not sure if
94
00:09:00,720 --> 00:09:06,329
that's obviously being the Earth's
95
00:09:02,730 --> 00:09:09,298
magnetic grid whether you know you've
96
00:09:06,328 --> 00:09:11,818
subscribed to the belief of portals mmm
97
00:09:09,298 --> 00:09:15,899
but you know even as far as London
98
00:09:11,818 --> 00:09:17,909
didn't know I've seen things that you
99
00:09:15,899 --> 00:09:19,528
know you look to your right and you see
100
00:09:17,909 --> 00:09:21,629
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something out the corner of your eye and
101
00:09:19,528 --> 00:09:24,359
these things just appear and disappear
102
00:09:21,629 --> 00:09:26,519
at well so whatever these are
103
00:09:24,359 --> 00:09:28,829
interfacing you know possibly from
104
00:09:26,519 --> 00:09:34,459
another dimension I'm coming to our
105
00:09:28,828 --> 00:09:36,358
airspace and I'm so easily to disappear
106
00:09:34,458 --> 00:09:39,088
certainly rich history and one of the
107
00:09:36,359 --> 00:09:41,459
better known ones is the berry Mountain
108
00:09:39,089 --> 00:09:51,720
okay yeah and better when we come wrong
109
00:09:41,458 --> 00:09:52,588
here my range is just over those hills I
110
00:09:51,720 --> 00:09:56,790
think that could be it there actually
111
00:09:52,589 --> 00:10:01,139
yeah because he got hung coffins done
112
00:09:56,789 --> 00:10:03,469
that way Carwyn is that way so yes just
113
00:10:01,139 --> 00:10:06,448
that in that area better the Bedouin
114
00:10:03,470 --> 00:10:08,399
incident took place I'm Margaret Frye
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115
00:10:06,448 --> 00:10:10,828
who lives in Abigail there don't they on
116
00:10:08,399 --> 00:10:15,778
the coast she's done a hell of a lot of
117
00:10:10,828 --> 00:10:20,368
work over the years and all documented
118
00:10:15,778 --> 00:10:22,588
in a toolbox and specifically around the
119
00:10:20,369 --> 00:10:24,269
Denby Moors and there's an amazing case
120
00:10:22,589 --> 00:10:27,059
from Fran Gavin here which is over in
121
00:10:24,269 --> 00:10:28,438
the hills about that direction well she
122
00:10:27,058 --> 00:10:30,778
was living at the time but she missed it
123
00:10:28,438 --> 00:10:33,988
cause she was asleep and there was a
124
00:10:30,778 --> 00:10:36,058
landing and witnesses said his red orbs
125
00:10:33,989 --> 00:10:38,778
came down like a red ball which just
126
00:10:36,058 --> 00:10:38,778
exploded
127
00:10:38,899 --> 00:10:47,958
different colored more obviously more
128
00:10:42,769 --> 00:10:50,240
likes and helmet-shaped UFO came up disc
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129
00:10:47,958 --> 00:10:54,009
shape helmet shaped UFO Wow
130
00:10:50,240 --> 00:10:54,009
came out of the office ball
131
00:10:57,980 --> 00:11:07,278
[Music]
132
00:11:07,690 --> 00:11:13,940
you know back to the bearing case that
133
00:11:11,049 --> 00:11:17,179
obviously Scott Belton work he's put in
134
00:11:13,940 --> 00:11:19,660
as well which i think is on parallel to
135
00:11:17,179 --> 00:11:22,819
anything you know it was obviously yeah
136
00:11:19,659 --> 00:11:29,449
discussed in richard the halls film that
137
00:11:22,820 --> 00:11:32,180
he made some years ago he seemed to
138
00:11:29,450 --> 00:11:34,040
think it was a London over a crash and
139
00:11:32,179 --> 00:11:38,899
because this thing obviously top back
140
00:11:34,039 --> 00:11:43,120
off I went out for that area for the
141
00:11:38,899 --> 00:11:46,009
anniversary I think it was back in 2014
142
00:11:43,120 --> 00:11:48,310
and you go out to flood gorillas and
143
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00:11:46,009 --> 00:11:50,840
it's it's the blackest of black out but
144
00:11:48,309 --> 00:11:54,019
and speaking some of the witnesses and
145
00:11:50,840 --> 00:12:00,290
local problem you know bear in mind this
146
00:11:54,019 --> 00:12:02,600
was I think 74 was these witnesses now
147
00:12:00,289 --> 00:12:05,809
you know but pushing in the seventies
148
00:12:02,600 --> 00:12:09,470
and the eighties and the stories never
149
00:12:05,809 --> 00:12:11,299
changed then you know of speaking to one
150
00:12:09,470 --> 00:12:13,580
of the witnesses that Scott spoke and
151
00:12:11,299 --> 00:12:16,129
soon she said it was like a welding
152
00:12:13,580 --> 00:12:17,590
light it was so bright you could see it
153
00:12:16,129 --> 00:12:20,000
for miles
154
00:12:17,590 --> 00:12:22,970
adjacent to the pokey you're actually
155
00:12:20,000 --> 00:12:25,100
down in there in the valley away cut
156
00:12:22,970 --> 00:12:29,120
abandonment which is where this thing
157
00:12:25,100 --> 00:12:31,430
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came down you know their stories never
158
00:12:29,120 --> 00:12:33,529
changed and you know you've got a look
159
00:12:31,429 --> 00:12:36,709
at the fact of how quick the military
160
00:12:33,529 --> 00:12:39,980
were there and you know the importance
161
00:12:36,710 --> 00:12:40,910
of that is how remote that area is it
162
00:12:39,980 --> 00:12:44,990
makes you think about the case from
163
00:12:40,909 --> 00:12:51,860
December Nick T to sunny a lot no no
164
00:12:44,990 --> 00:12:54,470
just so east of Aberystwyth okay farmer
165
00:12:51,860 --> 00:12:56,240
found loads of wreckage yeah there's a
166
00:12:54,470 --> 00:12:59,240
forested area next to his farm as well
167
00:12:56,240 --> 00:13:02,419
okay I mean within days even happening
168
00:12:59,240 --> 00:13:05,120
the military turned up cut down on the
169
00:13:02,419 --> 00:13:07,699
forest you know of which all the tops of
170
00:13:05,120 --> 00:13:09,799
trees were broke them right they removed
171
00:13:07,700 --> 00:13:11,270
all the forest they actually removed six
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172
00:13:09,799 --> 00:13:14,729
inches of topsoil yeah
173
00:13:11,269 --> 00:13:16,679
and Gary Rowe was involved
174
00:13:14,730 --> 00:13:18,120
investigation that literally a couple of
175
00:13:16,679 --> 00:13:22,919
days after well so he was the helper
176
00:13:18,120 --> 00:13:24,000
spot there was wreckage involved he was
177
00:13:22,919 --> 00:13:27,088
given a piece mother father
178
00:13:24,000 --> 00:13:39,059
she missed yeah and he keeps out in a
179
00:13:27,089 --> 00:13:41,040
secret location as well amongst other
180
00:13:39,059 --> 00:13:48,599
researchers is the dental the den be
181
00:13:41,039 --> 00:13:52,349
lights yes yeah two teenage lads in
182
00:13:48,600 --> 00:13:53,850
their bedroom saw these lights of an
183
00:13:52,350 --> 00:13:54,839
object which seemed to be rotating and
184
00:13:53,850 --> 00:14:01,920
seemed to be on the ground
185
00:13:54,839 --> 00:14:04,380
yeah yes she stood in the bedroom do me
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186
00:14:01,919 --> 00:14:07,649
Mike in look through the window
187
00:14:04,379 --> 00:14:09,389
Wow where they'd all happened incredible
188
00:14:07,649 --> 00:14:12,448
looking at the video you could you can
189
00:14:09,389 --> 00:14:20,399
see that he was so the object whatever
190
00:14:12,448 --> 00:14:21,838
it was we went on but we went up the
191
00:14:20,399 --> 00:14:25,409
last year was good
192
00:14:21,839 --> 00:14:27,630
six years after the event Peter Glynn
193
00:14:25,409 --> 00:14:39,208
did a lot of research on that it didn't
194
00:14:27,629 --> 00:14:43,588
do you know Peter yeah yeah I've seen
195
00:14:39,208 --> 00:14:45,689
the photos to young boys in you know you
196
00:14:43,589 --> 00:14:48,870
don't me to tax anything that's on
197
00:14:45,690 --> 00:14:50,639
toward get on there but the police said
198
00:14:48,870 --> 00:14:54,720
they sure did the police so they they
199
00:14:50,639 --> 00:14:56,129
did put it on the lamp absurd you can
200
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00:14:54,720 --> 00:14:57,990
see it's a definite rotation with that
201
00:14:56,129 --> 00:15:05,429
this red light superior mappers don't
202
00:14:57,990 --> 00:15:08,669
use red lights last time went on the
203
00:15:05,429 --> 00:15:10,948
angle seemed to come more yeah we went
204
00:15:08,669 --> 00:15:13,409
up another lock and Mike is googled and
205
00:15:10,948 --> 00:15:16,139
you you said you you found an area on
206
00:15:13,409 --> 00:15:19,019
Google map maps of an area forest which
207
00:15:16,139 --> 00:15:21,769
had been taken down yeah it's gotta be
208
00:15:19,019 --> 00:15:24,839
now it's it's a line but if it was
209
00:15:21,769 --> 00:15:27,990
diseased trees it had taken a lot more
210
00:15:24,839 --> 00:15:31,590
trees randomly you know take a lot area
211
00:15:27,990 --> 00:15:35,000
more or less in 89 coming from over the
212
00:15:31,590 --> 00:15:38,970
quarry way you know sort of fit into
213
00:15:35,000 --> 00:15:44,240
what what we've seen you know yeah it's
214
00:15:38,970 --> 00:15:48,810
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some of the best footage of craft yeah
215
00:15:44,240 --> 00:15:52,889
yeah it's I'm surprised it's not more
216
00:15:48,809 --> 00:15:55,399
mainstream to be almost say fantastic
217
00:15:52,889 --> 00:16:03,509
footage it out see boys
218
00:15:55,399 --> 00:16:11,659
only in what you see the interviewees
219
00:16:03,509 --> 00:16:14,580
and they're just regular people yeah
220
00:16:11,659 --> 00:16:16,219
goes back to my childhood for me funny
221
00:16:14,580 --> 00:16:18,509
you should ask
222
00:16:16,220 --> 00:16:24,060
Jess there at a time place called
223
00:16:18,509 --> 00:16:25,919
Victor's cross got six months after my
224
00:16:24,059 --> 00:16:34,500
father passed away and I moved into his
225
00:16:25,919 --> 00:16:36,299
bedroom fast asleep one night and I seem
226
00:16:34,500 --> 00:16:40,500
to remember the time is about half past
227
00:16:36,299 --> 00:16:44,419
3:00 in the morning courts for and my
228
00:16:40,500 --> 00:16:48,659
room was illuminated by this light and
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229
00:16:44,419 --> 00:16:51,269
the only thing I can quantify it is
230
00:16:48,659 --> 00:16:54,120
similar to when you have thunderstorm
231
00:16:51,269 --> 00:16:58,500
lightning strikes in the whole room like
232
00:16:54,120 --> 00:17:00,090
top but you know again you know this
233
00:16:58,500 --> 00:17:02,580
won't be off it disturb me from a
234
00:17:00,090 --> 00:17:05,370
night's sleep went to the bay window at
235
00:17:02,580 --> 00:17:07,380
the back take a long window and locked
236
00:17:05,369 --> 00:17:09,629
up and it was almost like you know when
237
00:17:07,380 --> 00:17:12,000
the police are out searching for someone
238
00:17:09,630 --> 00:17:14,339
the huge spotlight over the house for
239
00:17:12,000 --> 00:17:19,410
the whole the whole backyard was all lit
240
00:17:14,338 --> 00:17:21,539
up and this orangey white light so I
241
00:17:19,410 --> 00:17:23,519
open the window stuck my head out to
242
00:17:21,539 --> 00:17:26,190
trying not past the eaves to see if we
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243
00:17:23,519 --> 00:17:29,959
could see anything whatever it was was
244
00:17:26,190 --> 00:17:29,959
huge there was no sound
245
00:17:31,680 --> 00:17:37,180
again you know you can you couldn't see
246
00:17:35,319 --> 00:17:41,470
the stars or anything else this light
247
00:17:37,180 --> 00:17:44,440
was just so bright and heard the bang
248
00:17:41,470 --> 00:17:46,960
behind me being a young 14 year old boy
249
00:17:44,440 --> 00:17:48,160
at that time you know you jumped and
250
00:17:46,960 --> 00:17:50,079
their keys you don't know what you
251
00:17:48,160 --> 00:17:53,710
encounter it turn that round but
252
00:17:50,079 --> 00:17:55,329
whatever it was was gone now I told my
253
00:17:53,710 --> 00:17:58,690
grandmother about this at the time here
254
00:17:55,329 --> 00:18:01,599
was Leavenworth and Chester and you know
255
00:17:58,690 --> 00:18:05,460
she seemed to rubbish the idea of UFOs
256
00:18:01,599 --> 00:18:09,039
was back then and bear in mind you know
257
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00:18:05,460 --> 00:18:22,779
14:38 now you know there was no internet
258
00:18:09,039 --> 00:18:24,789
back then there was no box to suggest my
259
00:18:22,779 --> 00:18:28,149
best friend Lee lived about three
260
00:18:24,789 --> 00:18:30,190
streets behind and he said that he saw
261
00:18:28,150 --> 00:18:33,220
this rectangular object hovering over
262
00:18:30,190 --> 00:18:35,410
the house now the people have said cause
263
00:18:33,220 --> 00:18:38,110
the light how could you make out there
264
00:18:35,410 --> 00:18:39,640
the shape but he seemed say the light
265
00:18:38,109 --> 00:18:42,490
was coming from beneath it what color
266
00:18:39,640 --> 00:18:46,270
was it he said it was black he said it
267
00:18:42,490 --> 00:18:47,769
busy yeah he said it was obviously that
268
00:18:46,269 --> 00:18:51,129
time in the morning it's starting to go
269
00:18:47,769 --> 00:18:52,869
light into summer you know sort of
270
00:18:51,130 --> 00:18:54,820
midnight blue skies and he said this
271
00:18:52,869 --> 00:18:56,859
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thing was the blacks the black we do
272
00:18:54,819 --> 00:19:00,279
room way to report a couple years buff
273
00:18:56,859 --> 00:19:03,779
of a black triangle black rectangle yeah
274
00:19:00,279 --> 00:19:03,779
over Swansea Beach okay
275
00:19:06,220 --> 00:19:10,029
black against a black eye but it was
276
00:19:08,109 --> 00:19:15,309
blacker than the sky so yeah showed up
277
00:19:10,029 --> 00:19:18,460
yeah blue rectangle down all the brought
278
00:19:15,309 --> 00:19:20,859
even a couple of weeks back Wow yeah it
279
00:19:18,460 --> 00:19:23,620
seemed to be on the rise but you know
280
00:19:20,859 --> 00:19:26,740
again you know you couldn't go on
281
00:19:23,619 --> 00:19:29,229
YouTube up then and you know the trying
282
00:19:26,740 --> 00:19:31,089
corporal our mother you know unless you
283
00:19:29,230 --> 00:19:33,419
specialized and that subject back then
284
00:19:31,089 --> 00:19:36,538
there was nothing out there
285
00:19:33,419 --> 00:19:42,839
but what you saw was a rectangle yeah
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286
00:19:36,538 --> 00:19:45,719
yeah I say rectangle and it's a lie for
287
00:19:42,838 --> 00:19:47,489
so bright you know what you saw
288
00:19:45,719 --> 00:19:49,139
definitely saw the outline wherever it
289
00:19:47,489 --> 00:19:52,440
was over the house and I caught the tail
290
00:19:49,138 --> 00:19:54,118
end of it something you know again if it
291
00:19:52,440 --> 00:19:58,038
was a flat surface I could have thought
292
00:19:54,118 --> 00:20:01,738
that was a rectangle but you know that
293
00:19:58,038 --> 00:20:03,209
got my interest in the subject started
294
00:20:01,739 --> 00:20:10,379
reading every book that I cut from
295
00:20:03,209 --> 00:20:13,259
library 2014 decided to go public in
296
00:20:10,378 --> 00:20:14,748
there you know with social media being
297
00:20:13,259 --> 00:20:18,979
as big as what it is today
298
00:20:14,749 --> 00:20:18,979
you know I thought it was a good time to
299
00:20:20,019 --> 00:20:26,710
[Music]
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300
00:20:27,950 --> 00:20:35,069
and you know again you know your
301
00:20:33,028 --> 00:20:37,739
mainstream cases and obviously you burn
302
00:20:35,069 --> 00:20:39,298
when you fo and then you first start
303
00:20:37,739 --> 00:20:40,979
finding out all these smaller cases
304
00:20:39,298 --> 00:20:45,798
which it may be a little bit less
305
00:20:40,979 --> 00:20:48,929
publicized but their equity is important
306
00:20:45,798 --> 00:20:52,499
and you know for the sheer number of
307
00:20:48,929 --> 00:20:54,809
witnesses that you speak to so you know
308
00:20:52,499 --> 00:20:56,848
since then it's been a case of going
309
00:20:54,808 --> 00:20:59,158
down the rabbit hole as you know
310
00:20:56,848 --> 00:21:03,138
yourself once you bet you down that hole
311
00:20:59,159 --> 00:21:05,579
you know there's no coming back and
312
00:21:03,138 --> 00:21:08,328
saying you know my research in recent
313
00:21:05,578 --> 00:21:11,148
years has led me to lay lines of whales
314
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00:21:08,328 --> 00:21:13,259
there's a lot least stone circles
315
00:21:11,148 --> 00:21:16,518
especially in North Wales
316
00:21:13,259 --> 00:21:16,519
they were the Druids
317
00:21:22,019 --> 00:21:28,409
your ganache yeah dead yeah and this
318
00:21:26,190 --> 00:21:30,808
seems to be the hot spot fund it yeah it
319
00:21:28,409 --> 00:21:33,539
does and obviously you've got the Bronze
320
00:21:30,808 --> 00:21:37,229
Age copper mine up there coppers a very
321
00:21:33,538 --> 00:21:38,578
powerful element yes I believe that
322
00:21:37,229 --> 00:21:40,519
Garrett another thing Gary wrote ill
323
00:21:38,578 --> 00:21:43,329
this is where Paris monk and on anglesey
324
00:21:40,519 --> 00:21:45,669
which we visited once
325
00:21:43,329 --> 00:21:47,980
I think it was a national life company
326
00:21:45,669 --> 00:21:51,820
which I saw it was Edgar Mitchell you
327
00:21:47,980 --> 00:21:52,929
know I told him yes he was in
328
00:21:51,819 --> 00:21:56,769
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conversation with him and he asked him
329
00:21:52,929 --> 00:22:00,340
because there's been a big big hot spot
330
00:21:56,769 --> 00:22:03,730
in Anglesey and yes it's not any idea
331
00:22:00,339 --> 00:22:05,528
why he should be there and I think Gary
332
00:22:03,730 --> 00:22:08,980
mentioned the fact is this big copper
333
00:22:05,528 --> 00:22:13,319
deposit terrace Monty said it would act
334
00:22:08,980 --> 00:22:16,179
like a beacon yeah it's a very
335
00:22:13,319 --> 00:22:19,089
conductive material called music copper
336
00:22:16,179 --> 00:22:22,499
wire in again if you put Ain that to the
337
00:22:19,089 --> 00:22:24,849
layer is very and yes Martin magnetic
338
00:22:22,499 --> 00:22:27,850
electromagnetic field you know what are
339
00:22:24,849 --> 00:22:30,699
these things you know going back to 74
340
00:22:27,849 --> 00:22:33,519
the Berwyn UFO case that seems to come
341
00:22:30,700 --> 00:22:37,179
from the direction of the Irish Sea so
342
00:22:33,519 --> 00:22:41,798
whether it's all connected remains to be
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343
00:22:37,179 --> 00:22:45,028
seen but you know it there seems to be
344
00:22:41,798 --> 00:22:48,519
some sort of history and connection with
345
00:22:45,028 --> 00:22:50,200
these ley lines and I say you know you'd
346
00:22:48,519 --> 00:22:52,778
be mounting UFOs that are sighted over
347
00:22:50,200 --> 00:22:54,429
the mountains around here you know
348
00:22:52,778 --> 00:22:57,190
whether it's the minerals in the
349
00:22:54,429 --> 00:23:00,220
mountains and that gives off some energy
350
00:22:57,190 --> 00:23:05,879
so it's funny yeah it's funny a lot of
351
00:23:00,220 --> 00:23:08,739
UFO sightings tend to be over Hills yeah
352
00:23:05,878 --> 00:23:12,269
particularly the same fella maybe yeah
353
00:23:08,739 --> 00:23:12,269
in Swansea we've got killed a hill and
354
00:23:14,608 --> 00:23:19,710
we're talking about last night oh yeah
355
00:23:16,599 --> 00:23:19,709
this morning
356
00:23:19,980 --> 00:23:24,700
maybe it's just that UFOs are seen
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357
00:23:22,179 --> 00:23:27,159
everywhere and when it's in proximity to
358
00:23:24,700 --> 00:23:29,200
a hill which is a memorable landmark
359
00:23:27,159 --> 00:23:31,570
people tend to notice look it's more
360
00:23:29,200 --> 00:23:33,069
notable yeah maybe so maybe it's just
361
00:23:31,569 --> 00:23:36,428
it's nothing to do with the hills you
362
00:23:33,069 --> 00:23:38,439
said they just everywhere yeah well
363
00:23:36,429 --> 00:23:40,239
there's a field in Cheshire feature this
364
00:23:38,440 --> 00:23:46,390
field in Cheshire Mountain in Wales
365
00:23:40,239 --> 00:23:48,460
yeah yeah
366
00:23:46,390 --> 00:23:51,330
the strange thing that seemed to fit in
367
00:23:48,460 --> 00:23:59,048
with my theory about the Great Orme was
368
00:23:51,329 --> 00:24:02,528
Nick Pope X a monkey he's ice a UFO
369
00:23:59,048 --> 00:24:05,319
Museum but there's a corner dedicated in
370
00:24:02,528 --> 00:24:07,990
a cafe in the top there to a few UFO
371
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00:24:05,319 --> 00:24:10,298
sightings and there's a piece from a
372
00:24:07,990 --> 00:24:12,579
newspaper where Nick Pope actually lists
373
00:24:10,298 --> 00:24:16,139
the Great Orme was one the top ten
374
00:24:12,579 --> 00:24:20,230
places in the UK to UFOs so I found that
375
00:24:16,140 --> 00:24:23,500
interesting as well there's also a
376
00:24:20,230 --> 00:24:26,230
newspaper article where a taxi driver I
377
00:24:23,500 --> 00:24:29,079
think he was finishing the shift three
378
00:24:26,230 --> 00:24:31,360
half possibly in the morning and the II
379
00:24:29,079 --> 00:24:34,769
saw a large rectangular object which he
380
00:24:31,359 --> 00:24:39,490
says was the size of a football field
381
00:24:34,769 --> 00:24:42,429
yeah yeah so you know there's been a
382
00:24:39,490 --> 00:24:45,099
long documented history of UFOs in this
383
00:24:42,429 --> 00:24:52,600
area you know I continue to be
384
00:24:45,099 --> 00:24:55,480
interesting I'll keep digging we need to
385
00:24:52,599 --> 00:24:57,129
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keep in touch as well yeah definitely so
386
00:24:55,480 --> 00:24:59,470
we keep tabs on what's happening in
387
00:24:57,130 --> 00:25:03,159
Wales yeah I'll be up for that it's a
388
00:24:59,470 --> 00:25:04,569
nice bite-sized it is area of land isn't
389
00:25:03,159 --> 00:25:09,309
it well it's not too big it's not too
390
00:25:04,569 --> 00:25:12,638
small so for a study area yeah it's good
391
00:25:09,308 --> 00:25:14,109
it's easy it is a bit difficult to drive
392
00:25:12,638 --> 00:25:17,339
from North versus South we'll see what
393
00:25:14,109 --> 00:25:17,339
takes for three or four hours greater
394
00:25:24,898 --> 00:25:29,398
rows 20 months that way in Liverpool
395
00:25:27,250 --> 00:25:29,398
bang
396
00:25:37,690 --> 00:25:43,220
zoom in on don't be that camera yeah
397
00:25:40,190 --> 00:25:45,140
yeah well you got the family down bein
398
00:25:43,220 --> 00:25:49,850
where it happened the lights that the
399
00:25:45,140 --> 00:25:54,530
family saw what to the not top left in
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400
00:25:49,849 --> 00:25:58,029
those that area there to the left a big
401
00:25:54,529 --> 00:25:58,029
quarry can you see the quarry on there
402
00:25:58,809 --> 00:26:05,389
just to the west of the quarry and
403
00:26:03,740 --> 00:26:07,370
there's been some cracking photographs
404
00:26:05,390 --> 00:26:07,880
taken by t'what was is his name Graham
405
00:26:07,369 --> 00:26:10,429
Evans
406
00:26:07,880 --> 00:26:12,860
Graham Evans yeah that's right yeah it's
407
00:26:10,430 --> 00:26:16,160
North Wales Hospital metallic disc over
408
00:26:12,859 --> 00:26:19,189
the castle AJ's a child a couple of
409
00:26:16,160 --> 00:26:21,800
sightings and was went over the town the
410
00:26:19,190 --> 00:26:23,779
Denby which was a triangle as well what
411
00:26:21,799 --> 00:26:24,289
you believe Scott felt and investigated
412
00:26:23,779 --> 00:26:29,029
yeah
413
00:26:24,289 --> 00:26:30,980
when spokes Graham happens a couple of
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414
00:26:29,029 --> 00:26:42,769
all the key witnesses and they seemed
415
00:26:30,980 --> 00:26:45,740
see this black triangle that was and the
416
00:26:42,769 --> 00:26:50,359
two sons Gary Jones came with listen he
417
00:26:45,740 --> 00:26:51,950
came up again afterwards an article for
418
00:26:50,359 --> 00:26:56,149
you were for truth magazine
419
00:26:51,950 --> 00:27:00,410
yeah so he's written up the report on
420
00:26:56,150 --> 00:27:03,920
that yes someone the FATA Jerome happens
421
00:27:00,410 --> 00:27:09,920
have I say he's he's not predominately a
422
00:27:03,920 --> 00:27:13,310
UFO guy we documented NBA Street the
423
00:27:09,920 --> 00:27:17,539
castles and whatnot it's good it's good
424
00:27:13,309 --> 00:27:19,909
the DS yeah bringing that up then I say
425
00:27:17,539 --> 00:27:23,240
you know if he's not really a UFO guy no
426
00:27:19,910 --> 00:27:24,680
no but the still images he got this
427
00:27:23,240 --> 00:27:26,930
there is no saint stream but he's
428
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00:27:24,680 --> 00:27:28,590
recognizing that the UFO aspect of the
429
00:27:26,930 --> 00:27:31,860
history that's yeah that's good
430
00:27:28,589 --> 00:27:35,308
these cloaks he's got this flying disc
431
00:27:31,859 --> 00:27:37,099
and again that's on my angle you can see
432
00:27:35,308 --> 00:27:41,099
actually from the stills that he's got
433
00:27:37,099 --> 00:27:42,719
this thing seems to be rotating he's
434
00:27:41,099 --> 00:27:45,269
also got some footage which he took from
435
00:27:42,720 --> 00:27:48,929
his bedroom window of lights over the
436
00:27:45,269 --> 00:27:51,480
quality and range and these things again
437
00:27:48,929 --> 00:27:52,798
they show up so he's down there looking
438
00:27:51,480 --> 00:27:54,839
east yeah and you're done they're
439
00:27:52,798 --> 00:27:56,190
looking West yeah it's probably looking
440
00:27:54,839 --> 00:28:00,509
at the same stuff looking at the same
441
00:27:56,190 --> 00:28:03,990
stuff yeah that's good so you know keep
442
00:28:00,509 --> 00:28:06,240
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your eyes to the skies and yeah so if
443
00:28:03,990 --> 00:28:07,649
you never up this way I recommend it so
444
00:28:06,240 --> 00:28:11,538
takes half an hour to walk up from the
445
00:28:07,648 --> 00:28:14,219
carpark up to here there's a nice
446
00:28:11,538 --> 00:28:17,128
Victorian remains of a Victorian tower
447
00:28:14,220 --> 00:28:19,110
called Jubilee tower stand on the top
448
00:28:17,128 --> 00:28:21,829
and look at look around in all older all
449
00:28:19,109 --> 00:28:21,829
360 degrees
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